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ZEDI ROUGHNECK RELEASE 
 

ZEDI ROUGHNECK ENHANCEMENTS 
Gain more insight to our new enhancement to Zedi Roughneck. Zedi continues to improve the 
platform based on the feedback that you have provided. We are always looking for ways to make 
your user experience and work processes better.  

 
What’s new in Zedi Roughneck?  

1) Improvements to the Management of Change (MOC) module give the user the ability to add 

attachments to an MOC after the approval. 

2) We have performed various bug fixes in Work Orders and Material Transfer to improve the 

appearance and functionality of these modules.  

 
When is this happening?  
 
August 13, 2018 
 

Where can you see these updates?  
 
1) Improvements to the MOC module – Ability to add attachments to an MOC after 

approval 

After an MOC has been “Approved” the Originator, Reviewer or Approver now have the ability to 

add attachments in the Details tab before the MOC is “Completed”. 
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2) Bug fixes in Work Orders and Material Transfers 

a) Work Orders Bug: Work order naming discrepancies 

 Fix: The wording in the Action dropdown menu has been changed from “Update” to 

“Modify” for scheduled and unscheduled completed work orders. 

 

 

Please note: The Total Cost section has been disabled, and will appear greyed out for completed 

work orders.  These fields may be read-only if you have Work Order Admin permission or due to 

customer preference. 

 

 

b) Material Transfer Bug: Issues with transferring rods with MT when rods are in Draft 

MT’s 

Fix: If you have rod type equipment (that is set up like tubular type equipment) in Draft MT’s, you 

now have the ability to create a new MT and transfer multiple rod RAMS ID’s in one MT even if 

those rods RAMS ID’s are currently in Drafts MT’s. 
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 If you have any questions about this update please contact Roughneck Support at 1-866-732-6967 

or roughnecksupport@zedisolutions.com 

 
  


